
The Evolution and interaction of Living Things

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Host Competition Predator Adaptation

Evolution Commensalism Prey Mutualism

1. ______________ - an animal that hunts and eats other animals

2. ______________ - an animal that is killed and eaten by another animal

3. ______________ - features that help an organism survive in a particular
environment

4. ______________ - the relationships between members of two different
species; one organism benefits while the other organism is not benefited or
harmed in any way

5. ______________ - the struggle between organisms to survive in the same
environment and with the same resources

6. ______________ - the slow change that a species undergoes over a period of
time

7. ______________ - the organism that is harmed by the parasitic relationship

8. ______________ - the relationship between two organisms in which both
organisms benefit; an example of mutualism is a bee and flower
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The Evolution and interaction of Living Things

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Host Competition Predator Adaptation

Evolution Commensalism Prey Mutualism

1. predator - an animal that hunts and eats other animals

2. prey - an animal that is killed and eaten by another animal

3. adaptation - features that help an organism survive in a particular
environment

4. commensalism - the relationships between members of two different
species; one organism benefits while the other organism is not benefited or
harmed in any way

5. competition - the struggle between organisms to survive in the same
environment and with the same resources

6. evolution - the slow change that a species undergoes over a period of
time

7. host - the organism that is harmed by the parasitic relationship

8. mutualism - the relationship between two organisms in which both
organisms benefit; an example of mutualism is a bee and flower
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